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Regeneration is a survey of work by six imagemakers both emerging and established, who are
pushing the boundaries of photography. These
artists represent a diverse group of curious
experimentalists who in their individual ways are
propelling the medium’s evolution. All of these
artists share an interest in the sculptural potential of the photographic print and they illustrate a
growing trend within the photographic medium.

JOHN
STEZAKER

John Stezaker (b.1949) is one of the

John Stezaker studied at the Slade

leading artists in modern photographic

School of Art, and currently teaches

collage and appropriation. Employ-

Critical and Historical Studies at the

ing vintage photographs, old Holly-

Royal College of Art in London. In

wood film stills, travel postcards and

September 2012, he was awarded the

other printed matter, Stezaker creates

Deutsche Börse photography prize.

seductive and fascinating small-format

Stezaker’s work has been exhibited

collages that bear qualities of

internationally since the 1990’s and

Surrealism, Dada, and found art.

has been adopted in renowned museum collections around the world such

Indeed, in referring to the large com-

as the Museum of Modern Art, New

pendium of images he has collected,

York, the Saatchi Collection, London,

Stezaker asserts that the images “find

and the Tate Modern, London.

him”, not the other way around.
With surgical-like precision, Stezaker
excises, overlays and conjoins distinct
images to create new personalities,
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landscapes and scenes.   

Gallery edition price £750 + vat.
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Prices start from £1,500 + vat.

Julie Cockburn takes found

position and the final printed image,

photographs and through cutting,

when deciding how she manipulates

embroidering and collaging makes

the image.

them her own. The images she uses,
from Hollywood actors to 50s

Julie Cockburn has exhibited across

American high school pictures, lends

the world. Living and working in

her work a nostalgic quality. Her work

London she studied at Chelsea College

becomes a link between the past to the

of Art and Central St Martins College

present.

of Art and Design. She has exhibited
extensively in the UK, Europe and the

For Cockburn the aim of her work is

United States and her work is included

to bring these images back to life.

in a number of collections.

Obsessed with film and images in
magazines from an early age,
Cockburn reinvigorates these images
through her interventions. She
considers not just the sitter but also
the photographer who chose the
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Prices start from £1,850 + vat.

Gerald Slota’s photographs take an

Slota’s images have appeared in

aesthetic cue from his notebooks,

numerous publications including The

which are compiled of torn and reas-

New York Times Magazine, Newsweek,

sembled photographs and

The New Yorker, New York Magazine,

handwritten notes. For Slota, the sur-

Discover, and Scientific America and

face of a photograph is an active site,

Aperture.

where amendments are made visible.
His images allude to the sinister.

He currently teaches at the School of
Visual Arts in NYC, and has lectured

Slota has been widely exhibited across

at many institutions such as the

the US and abroad. He has had solo

International Center for Photogra-

shows at the George Eastman House

phy (ICP). Gerald Slota has garnered

in Rochester, NY, and Langhans

many awards including a Polaroid

Galerie in Prague, Czech Republic, as

20”x24” Grant, a MacDowell Artist

well as been shown at Recontres D’

Residency, and a Mid-Atlantic

Arles in Arles, France.

Fellowship Grant in 2001 and 2009.

TOM
BUTLER

Tom Butler (b. 1979) is most recog-

feathered or mottled surfaces; and

nized for his ongoing series of painted

more recently bandages or geometric

calling cards. Used widely from the

patterns. Occasionally features of the

mid-19th century after the invention

subject remain unpainted, assert-

of albumen prints by Louis Désiré

ing the presence of the subject from

Blanquart-Evrard, the cabinet card

beneath some parasitic growth that

remains a familiar visual object. Butler

appears to emanate from within. There

relentlessly collects these cards and

are clear allusions to a visualization of

works over the surface in immacu-

the unconscious where the monstrous

lately rendered gouache. His unique

becomes apparent. Contemporane-

and technically consummate approach

ous to the use of cabinet cards were

makes him a leading proponent in this

the psychoanalytical theories of Freud

genre.

and the high point of public interest in
freak shows, and Butler recalls these

Balanced delicately between beauty
and the grotesque, Butler works seam-

areas of interest simultaneously.

lessly over the faces of the sitters,
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where they become overtaken by hair;

Prices £325 + vat.

HOLLY
ROBERTS

Holly Roberts, born Boulder, Colo-

applying her signature photo frag-

rado, earned an M.F.A. from Arizona

ments. She uses muted colors of paint

State University, Tempe, in 1981. Her

and black-and-white photographs to

pieces are nationally and internation-

create images that are filled with hu-

ally exhibited and have been published

mor, irony and mythology. Her meta-

in three monographs. She has twice

morphic beings illustrate archetypal

received National Endowment for the

emotional or dream states, although

Arts Fellowships. She currently lives

her subject matter has expanded from

and works in Corrales, New Mexico

the internal to a wider worldview,

with her husband, Robert Wilson.

touching on religion, technology and
the environment.
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Roberts works intuitively, painting an

Prices start from £900 + vat.

abstract landscape on a panel before
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Prices start from £550 + vat.

Virginia Echeverria (b.1975, Chile)
uses found vintage images from books
and magazines to create what she
refers to as ‘analogue collages’. Working intuitively she applies simple yet
intricate techniques of cutting and gluing with coloured paper and sequences
to create images which balance the
abstract with the literal.
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